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I. Introduction:
If a sinusoidal voltage is applied to a ac network, the impedance offered by
the network is purely resistive under special circumstances. This phenomenon is
called resonance and the frequency at which resonance takes place is called the
frequency of resonance.
The resonance circuit must have an inductance and a capacitance. The
resistance will be always present either due to lack of ideal elements or due to
presence of resistive element itself.
When resonance occurs, at any instant, the energy absorbed by one reactive
element is equal the energy released by another reactive element within the system.
The resonant condition in ac circuits may be achieved by varying the
frequency of the supply keeping the network elements constant or by varying
inductance, L or Capacitance, C, keeping the frequency constant.
The total apparent power is simply the average power dissipated by the
resistive elements. The average power absorbed by the system will be maximum at
resonance.
II. Classification of Resonance Circuits
1) Series resonant circuit.
2) Parallel resonant circuit.
1) Series resonant circuit:

The circuit is said to be resonant when the resultant reactance of the circuit is Zero.
The impedance of the circuit at any frequency is
1

-

)
(1)

Where = 2 f, XL=2 fL and XC=1/2 fC.
Then, the current, I= = V/

(2)

At resonance, the circuit must have the reactance of the circuit is zero.
i.e.

=0

At resonance frequency, fr
=0
2 frL= 1/2 frC
fr =1/2
LC or

r =1/

(3)
LC

Resonance Current, Ir =

(4)
(5)

Fig.1. Reactance Curve of Series Resonant Circuit
XL= j L= j2 fL…….Straight Line
XC = j 1/
1/2 fC ……. Rectangular Hyperbola
(XL –XC) = [j2 fL- 1/2 fC]
For f fr, (XL –XC) becomes capacitive (i.e. XC XL)
For f fr, (XL –XC) becomes inductive (i.e. XL XC)
Where fr is the resonant frequency.
The impedance of the entire circuit,
|Z|= R2+ ( L-1/ C)2
The variation of impedance with respect to frequency is shown by curve (b) in figure
above. The variation of (XL-XC) with respect to frequency is shown by curve (a) in
figure 1 above.
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III. Frequency Response of a Series Resonant Circuit

Variation of current, I with respect to frequency, f, when applied voltage, V is
kept constant. Frequency f1 & f2 corresponding to Im/ 2 = 0.707 Im are called band
frequencies or cut-off frequencies or half power frequencies. Because, the power
delivered by the circuit at these frequencies is half of the power delivered by it at
resonant frequency.
This fact can be proved as follows:
Let, Pm = Maximum power delivered by the circuit
= Power delivered at resonant frequency
= I2mR
Power delivered at f1 & f2 = (Im/ 2)2 R = Im 2x R/2
Band Width (BW)
The range of frequencies between these two cut-off frequencies i.e.(f2 –f1) is
called the Band width (BW) of the resonant circuit.
Selectivity:
A resonant circuit is always adjusted to select a band of frequencies lying between
f1 & f2. Hence, the frequency response curve shown in figure above is also known as
the selectivity Curve. The smaller the band width, higher is the selectivity.
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The radio or television receiver has a response curve for each broadcasting station
as shown in figure above. The receiver is tuned at this frequency to obtain signals
from that particular station.
Selectivity of a resonant circuit is defined as the ratio of resonant frequency to the
Band width.
Selectivity = Resonance frequency /Band width
= fr / (f2-f1)
Where f1 & f2 are lower and upper half power frequencies.

Variation of Current and Voltage with Frequency:
The impedance of series resonant circuit is

(1)

And the current through the circuit is I=V/

(2)

At resonance,
Im =

(3)

Hence, the current is maximum at resonance.
The voltage across capacitor ‘C’ is VC = I/j C = [1/j C][V/
Hence, magnitude |VC|= [V/ C R2+

2

]

]

(4)
(5)
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The frequency fcmax at which VC is maximum can be obtained by dVC /d to zero.
From equation (5),
2
VC2= [V2/ 2C2{R2+
}]
VC2= [V2/( 2C2R2 + 2C2 {1/ 2C2 + 2L2 -2 L/C})]
VC2= [V2/( 2C2R2 + {1+ 4L2C2 -2 2LC})]
VC2= [V2/ { 2C2R2 + ( 2LC-1)2}]
VC is maximum when dVC2/d to zero.
dVC2/d =[0- V2{2 C2R2+ 2( 2LC-1)
}] [ 2C2R2 + (
As V 0,
[2 C2R2+4 3L2C2-4
]=0
2
2 2
2 C (CR +2 L C-2L) = 0
i.e. (CR2+2 2L2C-2L) = 0
2
= (1/LC) - (R2/ 2L2)
0r = (1/LC) - (R2/ 2L2)
2 fcmax = (1/LC) - (R2/ 2L2)
fcmax = (1/2 ) (1/LC) - (R2/ 2L2)
The voltage across inductance L is
VL=IXL= I (j L)
= V (j L)/[

2

LC-1)2}]2 = 0

(7)

]

|VL| = V L / [ R2+
|VL| = V L / [{
|VL| = V 2LC / [

(6)

2 2 2

2

]

C R + ( 2LC-1)2}/
2 2 2
C R + ( 2LC-1)2]

2

C2]
(8)
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The frequency fLmax at which VL is maximum can be obtained by equating
=0
From equation (8),
VL2 = (V2 4L2C2)/ [ 2C2R2 + ( 2LC-1)2]
dVL2/d = [{ 2C2R2 + ( 2LC-1)2}4 3V2L2C2 – V2 4L2C2{2 C2R2 + ( 2LC-1)
2 LC}] { 2C2R2 + ( 2LC-1)2} = 0
3 2 2 2
V L C [4 { 2C2R2 + ( 2LC-1)2}- {2 C2R2 + 3L2C2-4 LC}]=0
2
i.e. 4 2C2R2+4 4L2C2 +
LC-2 2C2R2 - 4L2C2+4 2LC=0
2 2C2R2- 2LC + 4 =0
Or 4 2LC-2 2C2R2 = 4
2 2LC- 2C2R2 = 2
2
=2/(2LC- C2R2) = 1/ [LC – (C2R2/2)]
= 1/[LC – (C2R2/2)]
fLmax= (1/2 ){ 1/[LC – (C2R2/2)]}
(9)
From equation (7) and (9), it is obvious that,
fLmax fcmax
The variation of VL and VC with frequency are shown in figure below

dVL2/d
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Q-factor:

During series resonance, the voltage across reactive elements that is inductance
and capacitance increases to many times more than the applied voltage itself.
At resonance, Ir =Im =
The voltage across the inductance L is
VL= ImXL= XL=
rL= XLr V/R=Q V
Where Q= rL/R= XLr/R
(1)
Equation (1) is known as the quality factor of the series resonant circuit or simply the
quality factor of the coil.
The voltage across capacitance ‘C’ is
VC = ImXC= (1/ rC) = (1/ rCR)V= Q V
Where Q =(1/ rCR)= XCr /R
(2)
The quality factor of a series resonant circuit in view of equation (1) and (2) may
be defined as the ratio of the inductive reactance or capacitive reactance at resonance
to the resistance of the circuit.
Q= rL/R= 2 frL /R=(2 L/R) 1/2 LC)
Q= (1/R) ( L/C)
(3)
From equation (3), we understand that, the quality factor depends on the
resistance of the resonant circuit. Higher the resistance, smaller will be the value of
Q.

Effect of Resistance, R on Frequency Response Curve:

If the resistance is decreased, keeping L&C constant, then the bandwidth
decreases and the selectivity increases as shown in figure above.
On the other hand, if R is increased, keeping L&C constant, then band-width
increases and hence, the selectivity decreases.
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f11 and f21 are the cut-off frequencies for R1
f12 and f22 are the cut-off frequencies for R2
f13 and f23 are the cut-off frequencies for R3

Effect of L/C frequency response curve:

If the ratio L/C increases with fixed resistance the band-width decreases and
selectivity increases.
f11 and f21 are the cut-off frequencies for L1/C1
f12 and f22 are the cut-off frequencies for L2/C2
f13 and f23 are the cut-off frequencies for L3/C3
L3/C3 > L2/C2 > L1/C1

Expression for f1 and f2:
If Qs 10, the resonant curve is almost symmetrical about resonant frequency.
Then f1 and f2 are equidistant from fr as shown in the figure. At f1 and f2, the current
is Im/ 2 and hence, the impedance is 2 times the value of impedance at fr.
At fr, Z=R
At f1 and f2 Z= 2 R
(1)
2
2
In general, the impedance of the circuit is given by Z = [ R + (XL-XC) ]
(2)
At f1 and f2, 2 R=[ R2+ (XL-XC)2]
On Squaring both sides, 2R2= R2+ (XL-XC)2
R2= (XL-XC)2
R= (XL-XC)
(3)
At f1, XC XL, hence equation (1) can be written as R= (XC-XL)
(4)
Solution of equation (4) gives f1
R= (1/ 1C- 1L) = (1- 12LC)/ 1C
R 1C-1 + 12LC = 0;
(
2
(5)
1 +(R/L) 1-(1/LC) = 0
The solution of equation (5) is given by
(R/L)2 + (4/LC)}]/2
1= [(-R/L)
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(R/2L)2 + (1/LC)] ( -Ve sign gives –Ve values for 1 and hence
discarded)
2
f1= (1/2 )[(-R/2L)+{ (R/2L) +(1/LC)}]
(6)
At f2, XL XC, from equation (3), R= XL-XC)
R= ( 2L)-(1/ 2C) = ( 22LC-1)/ 2C
2
2 LC-1-R 2C=0……… (
2
(7)
2 -(R/L 2)-(1/LC) =0
The solution of equation (7) gives
(R/L)2+ (4/LC)}]/2
2= [(R/L)
(R/2L)2 + (1/LC)] ( -Ve sign gives –Ve values for 2 and hence
2= [(R/2L)+
discarded)
2
f2= (1/2 )[(R/2L)+{ (R/2L) +(1/LC)}]
(8)

or

1=[(-R/2L)+

From equation (6) and (8), the band width is given by
Band Width = (f2-f1) = 2
R/2
2L) = R/2 L
R/L=2 (f2-f1)
Since at resonance, Qs= XLr /R=2 frL/R=2 fr {1/(R/L)}= 2 fr {1/2 (f2-f1)}
= fr/ (f2-f1)
(9)
Band Width = (f2-f1) = fr/Qs
(10)
From equation (9),
(f2-f1)/ f =1/Qs is referred as fractional band width.

Relation between fr, f1& f2:
The impedances of an RLC Resonant Circuit at f1& f2 are given by
Z1 = [ R2+ (XC1-XL1)2] and Z2 = [ R2+ (XL2-XC2)2]
Since Z1 = Z2
R2+ (XC1-XL1)2= R2+ (XL2-XC2)2
(XC1-XL1)= (XL2-XC2)
(XC1+XC2)= (XL1+XL2)
(1/ 1C) + (1/ 2C) = 1L+ 2L
i.e. (1/C)[ ( 1+ 2)/ 1 2]=L( 1+ 2)
i.e. 1 2= (1/LC) = r2
( fr= (1/2 LC) and r =(1/ LC)
r=
1 2
or fr= f1f2

Resonance by varying Circuit Elements:
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Consider RLC series resonant circuit, resonance condition being obtained by varying
L, as shown in figure. At resonance, XL= XC
2
r Lr = 1/ rC or Lr = 1/ r C
Where Lr=Inductance at resonance
Let L1=Inductance at f1,
At f1, (XC-XL) =R
i.e. [(1/ 1C)-( 1L1)] = R or L1=[(1/ 12C) - (R/ 1)]
Let L2=Inductance at f2,
At f2, (XL-XC) =R
i.e. [( 2L2) - (1/ 2C)] = R or L2= [(1/ 22C) - (R/ 2)]
For frequencies less than fr, XC XL and hence, VC VL. At fr, VL=VC. For
frequencies more than fr, XL XC and hence, VL VC. The variation of voltages VL
and VC with respect to L are as shown in figure below

2) By Varying Capacitance:

Consider an RLC series resonant circuit, resonant condition being obtained by
varying C as shown in figure. At resonance, XL= XC
(1/ Cr) = L or Cr =1/ 2L Where Cr=capacitance at resonance
At f1, (XC-XL) =R
i.e. [(1/ 1C1)-( 1L)] = R
(Since XC XL)
2
C1= [(1/ 1 L) +( 1R)]
At f2, (XL-XC) =R
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i.e. [( 2L)- (1/ 2C2) = R
(Since XL XC)
2
C2= [(1/ 2 L) - ( 2R)]
The variation of Voltage across capacitance and inductance with respect to
capacitance is shown in figure

Frequency Deviation ( ):
The frequency deviation of an RLC series circuit is defined as the ratio of the
differences between the operating frequency and resonant frequency to the
resonant frequency.
= ( - r)/ r = (f-fr)/ fr
(1)
Where = operating frequency in rad. /sec.
r = resonant frequency in rad./sec
f = operating frequency in Hz.
fr = resonant frequency in Hz.
The impedance of an RLC series circuit is given by
Z=R+ jXL - jXC = R + j [ L-(1/ C)]
= R [1 + j ( L/R – 1/ CR)]
= R [1 + j {( rL/R)( / r)– (1/ rCR)( r/ )}]
= R [1 + j {QS( / r) – QS ( r/ )}]
= R [1 + j QS{( / r) – ( r/ )}]
= R [1 + j QS{1+ –(1/1+ )}]…..(
= ( - r)/ r
and / r=1+
2
= R [1 + j QS{(1+ +2 -1)/(1+ )}]
Z= R [1 + j QS {(2+ )/(1+ )}]
(2)
Equation (2) gives the value of impedance of an RLC series circuit in terms of .
If = r, then =0 and hence Z=R which is true at resonance.
At frequency near resonant frequency, is very small.
Z = R ( 1 + j QS 2 )= R (1+j 2 QS )
(3)
At f1 or f2, we know that Z= 2 R
To satisfy this condition, in equation (3), QS = 0.5 at f2 and QS = -0.5 at f1.
At f2, QS = 0.5 and At f1, QS = -0.5
At f1, is –ve from equation (1), we get, - = (f1-fr)/ fr or f1= fr (1- )
At f2, is +ve from equation (1), we get, = (f2-fr)/ fr or f2= fr (1+ )
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Parallel Resonance:

A general parallel resonant circuit consisting of ideal elements R, L and C is
shown in figure.
The conductance of R is G=1/R
The susceptance of L is -jBL=-j1/XL=-j1/ L
The susceptance of C is jBC = j1/XC= j C
The total admittance of the circuit is given by Y= [G + j { C-(1/ L)}]
For the circuit to be at resonance, Y should be a pure conductance. Hence, the
imaginary part of Y is zero.
( rC-1/ rL) = 0
Or r2=1/LC or r=1/ LC
fr =1/2 LC
The figure below shows the variation of the conductance G, inductive
susceptance BL, capacitive susceptance BC and admittance Y with respect to
frequency. G remains constant for all frequencies

As BL=1/XL =-(1/2 fL), as frequency increases, the inductive susceptance
decreases and has an hyperbolic variation.
As BC= C =2 fC, it increases linearly with frequency. The variation of Y with
frequency is as shown, which tends to increase for lower values of f due to the
increased value of BL=(1/2 fL) and which also tends to increase for higher
values of f due to the increased values of BC=2 fC, both to the left and right of fr.
At fr, Y=G.
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Parallel Resonant Circuit Considering the Inductance to have
resistance (Practical Parallel Circuit)

We have, ZL= R+ j L
Admittance of the coil is YL=1/ZL= (1/ R+ j L) [(R-j L)/ (R-j L)]
= (R-j L)/ (R2+ 2L2)
ZC= (-j1/ C) or YC=1/ZC= j C
The total admittance of the circuit is
Y= YL+YC = [(R-j L)/ (R2+ 2L2)] + j C
= [R/(R2+ 2L2]+ j[ C- { L/ (R2+ 2L2)}]
Conductance
Susceptance
For the circuit to be at resonance the impedance of the circuit should be purely
resistive or the admittance must be purely conductive. Hence, the imaginary part
of the admittance must be zero.
At resonance, [ rC- { rL/ (R2+ r2L2)}] = 0
2
2 2
rC= { rL/ (R + r L )}
2
2 2
(R + r L )=L/C
2
2
2 2
2
r =[(L/C)-R )/L ]= [(1/LC)-(R /L )]
[(1/LC)-(R2/L2)]
r=
And hence,
fr = (1/2 ) [(1/LC)-(R2/L2)]
At Resonance, the admittance of the circuit is purely conductive
Yr = R/ (R2+ r2L2) since (R2+ r2L2) = L/C
Yr=RC/L or Zr=L/RC where Zr= Impedance of the circuit at resonance and is
known as the dynamic resistance.
Where fr = resonant frequency
The current at resonance is given by Ir=VYr=V(RC/L)
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Parallel Resonant Circuit Considering the Capacitance to have
resistance

We have, ZL= RL+ j L
YL=1/ZL= (1/ RL+ j L) [(RL-j L)/ (RL-j L)]
= (RL-j L)/ (RL2+ 2L2)
ZC = [RC –j(1/ C)]
YC=1/ZC= 1/[RC- j(1/ C) =[ RC+ j(1/ C)]/ (RC2+ 2C2)
The total admittance Y of the circuit is given by
Y= YL+YC = [(RL-j L)/ (RL2+ 2L2)] + [RC + j(1/ C)]/ [RC2+(1/ 2C2)]
= {[RL/ (RL2+

2 2

L )] + [RC/ {RC2+ (1/ 2C2)}]}
+ j{[(1/ C)/(RC2+(1/ 2C2)]- [ L/ (RL2+ 2L2)]}
At resonance, the admittance must be purely conductive. Hence, the imaginary
part of above equation must be zero.
[(1/ rC)/{RC2+(1/ r2C2)}] = [ rL/ (RL2+ r2L2)]
i.e. (1/ rC) (RL2+ r2L2) = rL {RC2 + (1/ r2C2)}
i.e. (1/LC) (RL2+ r2L2) = r2 {RC2 + (1/ r2C2)}
i.e. [(RL2/LC) + r2 (L/C)] = [ r2RC2+ (1/C2)]
2
2
2
2
r (RC -L/C) = [(RL /LC) - (1/C )]
= [(1/LC) {RL2- (L/C)}]
2
2
2
r = [(1/LC) {RL - (L/C)}]/ (RC -L/C)
2
2
r =[1/ LC] [{RL - (L/C)}/ (RC -L/C)]
2
fr= (1/2 LC) [{RL - (L/C)}/ {RC2-(L/C)}]
(1)
The admittance at resonance is purely conductive.
Yr= {[RL/ (RL2+ r2L2)] + [RC/ {RC2+ (1/ r2C2)}]}
The current at resonance is given by
Ir= YrV = {[RL/ (RL2+ r2L2)] + [RC/ {RC2+ (1/ r2C2)}]} V
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The frequency response curve of a parallel resonant circuit is as shown in figure
above. From the figure, we find that the current is minimum at resonance. Hence,
impedance of the circuit is maximum at resonance. Since the current at resonance
is minimum, the parallel circuit at resonance is called as ‘anti-resonant’ (or
rejecter circuit). The half power points or cut-off frequencies of the rejecter
circuit are given by the points at which the current is 2Ir.

Q-factor of a parallel Resonant Circuit (QP):

Consider a practical parallel resonant circuit as shown in figure.

The vector diagram for this circuit is as shown in figure. The current IL lags V by
an angle L. The circuit is at resonance when the reactive component of the
circuit I is zero i.e. I = ILCos L and IC=ILSin L
At resonance, only reactive currents flow through the two branches, ILSin L
through R-L branch and IC through the capacitance. These currents will be many
times more than the total current at resonance. Hence, there is current
magnification in a parallel resonant circuit.
The quality factor of a parallel resonant circuit is defined as the current
magnification QP=current through capacitance at resonance/Total current at
resonance
QP=ICR/Ir=V rC/ (V/Zr)=Zr rC= (L/RC) rC
QP = rL/R= QS
Hence, the equations for the quality factors of a series resonant circuit and a
practical parallel resonant circuit are the same.
The bandwidth of the parallel resonant circuit is given by
B.W. = Resonant Frequency/Quality factor=fr / QP
Also, QP=ILr/Ir=VYLr/VYr= (1/ rL) / (1/Zr)
= Zr/ rL= (L/RC)/ ( rL) = 1/ rRC
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Comparison between Series and Parallel
Parameters
Impedance at Resonance, Zr
Current at Resonance, Ir
Power Factor at Resonance
Resonant Frequency, fr
Quality Factor QS=QP

Series Circuit
Minimum=R
Maximum=V/R
Unity
1/2 LC
1/ rCR= rL/R

Parallel Circuit
Maximum= L/CR
Minimum=VCR/L
Unity
1/2 (1/LC)-(R2/L2)
rL/R=1/ rCR

Problem [1]
A series RLC circuit has R = 25 , L = 0.04H, C= 0.01 µF. Calculate the resonant
frequency. If a 1 volt source of the same frequency as the frequency of resonance is
applied to this circuit, calculate the frequency at which the voltage across L & C is
maximum. Also calculate the voltages.
Solution:
We have, Resonant Frequency, fr =1/2 LC = 1/ 2 0.04 0.01 10-6= 7960 Hz
At resonance, the current, Im=V/R= 1/25= 0.04 A
The voltage across the inductance, VL= Im rL= 0.04 2
7960 0.04=80V
The voltage across the capacitance, VC = Im rC= 0.04/2
7960 0.01 10-6= 80V
The frequency at which VL is maximum is
fLmax=(1/2 ){ 1/[LC–(C2R2/2)]}
10-6)2}/2]
=(1/2 )[ 1/(0.04 0.01 10-6)–{(25)2
fLmax=7958Hz
The frequency at which VC is maximum is
fcmax= (1/2 )[ (1/LC)-(R2/2L2)]
10-6 -(252/2 0.042)]=7957.43Hz
fcmax= (1/2 )[ (1/0.04

Problem [2]
An RLC series circuit has a resistance of 10 , a capacitance of 100µF and a
variable inductance. (a) find the value of the inductance for which the voltage across
the resistance is maximum (b)Q-factor (c)Voltage drop across R, L & C. The applied
voltage is 230V, 50Hz.
Solution:
(a)The voltage across the resistance is maximum at resonance
fr = 1/2 LC
50 = 1/2 Lr 100 10-6
Lr=Inductance at Resonance=0.10142H=101.42mH
(b) QS=2 fLr/R=2
50 0.10142/10=3.182
(c) Ir=Current at resonance=V/R=230/10=23A
VR=23 10=230Volts
VC = VL = QSV=3.185 230=732.55Volts
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Problem [3]
An ac series circuit consists of a coil connected in series with a capacitance. The
circuit draws a maximum current of 10A, when connected to 200V, 50Hz supply. If
he voltage across the capacitor is 500V at resonance, find the parameters of the circuit
and quality factor.
Solution:

The maximum current is drawn by the circuit under resonant condition, VCr =
IrXC=500V
XC=500/ Ir=500/10=50
C=

=

= 63.69µF

At resonance, XL = XC = 50
X L = 2 fL
L=

=

= 0.159H

VR=Ir R; 200 = 10R;
QS=

=

R=20 ,

= 2.5

Problem [4]

A series RLC series circuit has a resistance of 10 , a capacitance of 100µF and a
inductance of 0.1H and it is connected across a 200V variable frequency source. Find
(a) the resonant frequency (b) Impedance at this frequency (c) The voltage drop
across inductance and capacitance at this frequency (d) Quality factor (e) Band Width
Solution:

(a)We have, fr=

=

(b) Zr= R= 10 . Hence, Ir =

= 50.36Hz
=

= 20A

(c) XLr=

L=
=31.63
VLr = VCr =IXLr=31.36X20=632.52V
(d) QS=
=
=
= 3.163
(e) Band width =

=

=15.92Hz
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Problem [5]

A Coil of resistance 20 and inductance of 0.2H is connected in series with a
capacitor across 230V supply. Find (a) The value of capacitance for which resonance
occurs at 100Hz (b) the current through and voltage across the capacitor and(c) Qfactor of the coil.
Solution:

(a)We have, fr=
(b) Ir = Im=

=

=

= 100 Hz;

C=12.67µF

= 11.5A

VCr = I XCr=Ix(1/2 fr C)=1445.3V
(c) QS=
=
= (2 x100x0.2)/20 = 6.28

Problem [6]

A series RLC Circuit has R=10 , L=0.1 h and C= 100µF and is connected across
a 200V variable frequency source. Find (a) the frequency at which the voltage across
inductance is maximum and this voltage (b) the frequency at which the voltage across
capacitance is maximum and this voltage
Solution:
(a) fLmax= (1/2 ) [ 1/{LC-(R2C2/2)}]
fLmax= (1/2 ) [ 1/{(0.1×100×10-06) - 102 × (100×10-06)2 /2}]=51.66Hz
The impedance at this frequency ZL= RL+ j L
= 10+j2 ×51.66×0.1= (10+j32.44)
=33.95 72.87
VLmax=IXL= (V/Z) XL=(200/33.95)×32.44=191.12Volts
(b) fCmax= (1/2 ) [ 1/{(1/LC) - (R2/2L2)}]
fCmax= (1/2 ) [ 1/{1/(0.1×100×10-06) - (102/2×0.12)}]=49.08Hz
The impedance at this frequency ZL= RL-1/ j C
= [10- j(1/2 ×49.08×100×10-06]
= (10-j32.44) =33.95 -72.87
VCmax=IXC= (V/Z) XC=(200/33.95)×32.44=191.12Volts

Problem [7]

A voltage of e=100sin t is applied to an RLC series circuit. At resonant
frequency, the voltage across the capacitor was found to be 400V. The bandwidth is
75Hz. The impedance at resonance is 100 . Find the resonant frequency and the
constants of the circuit.
Solution:
V=100/ 2=70.2Volts
QS=VC/V=IrXCr/ IrR= XCr/R= 400/70.7=5.66
At resonance, R=Z =100
Band Width=fr/ QS
fr= Band Width × QS=75×5.66=424.5Hz
Since (f2-f1) = R/2 L
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L= R/2 (f2-f1) =100/2 ×75=212.3mH
QS=1/ rCR
C = 1/2 ×424.5×100×5.66=0.66µF

Problem [8]

A series RLC Circuit has R=10 , L=0.3H and C= 100µF. The applied voltage is
230V. Find (a) The resonance frequency
(b) The quality factor
(c) Lower and upper cut-off frequencies
(d) Band width
(e) Current at resonance
(f) Currents at f1 & f2 and
(g) Voltage across inductance at resonance
Solution:
(a) fr=

= 1/{2 ×[ 0.3×100×10-06]}= 29.07Hz

(b) QS=XLr/R= 2 frL/R= (2 ×29.07×0.3)/10 =5.48
=-0.5/5.48= -0.0912
(c) At f1, QS =-0.5;
Since = (f1-f2)/fr; f1= ( fr+fr) = (-0.0912×29.07) + 29.07=26.42Hz
=-0.5/5.48= 0.0912
At f2, QS =0.5;
Since = (f1-f2)/fr; f2= ( fr+fr) = (0.0912×29.07) +29.07=31.72Hz
Or
f1= (1/2 )[(-R/2L)+{ (R/2L)2+(1/LC)}]=26.54Hz
f2= (1/2 )[(R/2L)+{ (R/2L)2+(1/LC)}]=31.6Hz
(d) Band width=(f2-f1) = (31.6-26.54) = 5.06Hz
(e) Ir = V/R=230/10=23A
(f) Current at f1 and f2 = Ir/ 2 = 0.707×23=16.261A
(g) Voltage across inductance at resonance= Ir × rL= 23×(2 ×29.07×0.3)
= 1259.66Volts
Or VLr=QSV=5.48×230=1260.4Volts

Problem [9]

A Coil of resistance 20 and inductance 4H is connected in series with a
capacitor across a supply of variable frequency. The resonance occurs at 60Hz and
the current at resonance is 2A. Find the frequency, when the current is 1A.
Solution:

f r=

= 60Hz

60=1/ 2 × 4C;

C=1.76µF
At resonance, V=Ir R=2×20=40Volts
When I=1A, Z=V/I=40/1=40
( L-1/ C) = [ (Z2-R2)] =[ (402-202)]= ±34.64
When ( L-1/ C) = 34.64
( 2LC-1)=34.64 C= 34.64× ×1.76×10-06 = 60.97×10-06
( 2 ×4×1.76×10-06-1)= 60.97×10-06
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7.04×10-06 2- 60.97×10-06 -1=0
7.04 2- 60.97 -1006=0
= {60.97± [ (60.97)2+4×7.04×1006]}/2×7.04
For positive sign, = 381.24 rad/sec and f=60.71Hz
When ( L-1/ C) = -34.64
( 2LC-1) =-34.64 C = -34.64× ×1.76×10-06
7.04 2+ 60.97 -1006=0
On solving for positive sign
= 372.58 rad/sec and f=59.33Hz

Problem [10]

A Coil of resistance 20 and inductance 10 mH is in series with a capacitance
and is supplied with a constant voltage, variable frequency source. The maximum
current is 2A at 1000Hz. Find the cut-off frequencies.

Solution:
We have, Band Width= ((f2-f1) = fr/ QS
QS=fr /(f2-f1)=XLr/R=2 frL/R=2 ×1000×10×10-03/20=3.14
(f2-f1)=fr/QS=1000/3.14=318.47Hz.
We have, fr= f1f2 or f1f2=fr2 or f1=10002/f2
(f2+f1)2= (f2-f1)2 +4 f1f2
(f2+f1)= [ (f2-f1)2 +4 f1f2]
From (1), [f2 – (10002/f2)] = 318.47
[f22 – 10002]=318.47 f2
[f22 – 318.47 f2-10002]=0
f2={318.47±[ (318.47)2+4×1000]}=1171.84Hz
Then f1=853.37Hz

(1)

Problem [11]

A constant voltage at a frequency of 1MHz is applied to an inductor in series with
a variable capacitor. When a capacitor is set at 500PF, the current has its maximum
value, while it is reduced to one half, when the capacitance is 600Pf, find (i) the
resistance and inductance of the coil and (ii) Q-factor

Solution:
When C=500 PF, current is maximum, representing resonant condition.

f r=

=106Hz

L=0.05mH.
XL= rL = 2 ×106×0.05×10-3=314
When C=600PF,
XC=1/2 fC=1/2 ×106×600×10-12=265.4
(XL- XC)=(314-265.4)= 48.6
When the current is Im/2; Z=2R (given)
R2+ (XL- XC)2=(2R)2
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R2 +(48.6)2= (2R)2
R= 48.6/ 3=28.06
QS= rL/R=314/28.06=11.19

Problem [12]

A coil of resitance 40 and inductance 0.75H forms a part of a series circuit for
which, the resonant frequency is 55Hz. If the supply is 250V, 50Hz, find (a) The line
current (b) The power factor (c) The voltage across the coil.
Solution:
At resonance, XL= rL=1/ rC=2 ×55×0.75=259.05 =XC, at 55Hz
XL at 50Hz=2 fL=2 ×50×0.75=235.5
XC at 50Hz=259.05×55/50=284.96
Z at 50Hz=40+j(XL-XC)=40+j(235.5-284.96)= 40 –j49.46 =63.61 -51.04
(a) Current=V/Z=250/63.61=3.93A
(b) P.f.=Cos(51.04 )=0.629 leading
(c) The Voltage across the coil= I Zcoil= I( R2+XL2)
= 3.93( 402+235.52) = 938.77V

Problem [13]

A coil of 20 resitance has an inductance of 0.2H and is connected in parallel
with a 100µP capacitor. Calculate the frequency at which the circuit will act as a noninductive resitance of R . Find also the value of R.
Solution:
We have, fr = (1/2 ) [(1/LC)-(R2/L2)]
= (1/2 ) [(1/0.2×100×10-6)-(202/0.22)]=31.85Hz.
The dynamic resitance is given by
Zr =L/CR= 0.2/100×10-6×20=100

Problem [14]

A circuit has an inductive reactance of 20 at 50Hz in series with a resitance of
15 . For an applied voltage of 200 V at 50Hz, Calculate (a) Phase angle between
current and voltage (b)the current (c) the value of shunting capacitance to bring the
circuit to resonance and the current at resonance.
Solution:
(a) Z= R + jXL=(15 + j20)= 25 53.13
Phase angle between current and voltage= =53.13
(b) I=V/Z=200/25=8A
(c) Y=i/Z=1/25 53.13 =0.04 -53.13 =0.024 – j0.032=G-j C
For the circuit to be resonance, C=0.032;
C=101.9µF
Current at resonance, Ir=V×Real part of Y=200×0.024=4.8A

Problem [15]

An inductive coil of resitance 6 and inductance of 1mH is connected in parallel
with another branch consisting of a resistance of 4 in series with a capacitance of
20µF. Find the resonant frequency and the corresponding current when the applied
voltage is 200V.
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Solution:
We have, fr= (1/2 LC) [{RL2- (L/C)}/ {RC2-(L/C)}]=722.93Hz
r= 2 fr=2 ×722.93=4540 rad/sec.
The current at resonance is given by
Ir= YrV = {[RL/ (RL2+ r2L2)] + [RC/ {RC2+ (1/ r2C2)}]} V=27.03A

Problem [16]

Two impedances (10+j12)
and (20-j15)
are connected in parallel and this
combination is connected in series with an impedance (5-jXC) . Find the value of
XC, for which resonance occurs.
Solution:
Z= (5-jXC) + [(10+j12) (20-j15)] / [(10+j12) + (20-j15)] = 17.24+j (4.22-XC)
Therefore, for the circuit to be at resonance, the imaginary part of Z is zero.
XC=4.22

Problem [17]

A coil of resistance 10 and inductance 0.5H is connected in series with a
capacitor. On applying a sinusoidal voltage, the current is maximum, when the
frequency is 50Hz. A second capacitor is connected in parallel with the circuit. What
capacitance must it have, so that the combination acts as a non-inductive resistor at
100Hz? Calculate the total current supplied in each case, if the applied voltage is
220V.
Solution:
At 50Hz, current is maximum i.e., the circuit is under resonance.
XL=XC= 2 ×50×0.5=157
The inductive reactance at 100Hz will be 2 times the inductive reactance at 50Hz.
XL at 50Hz =2×157=314
The capacitive reactance at 100Hz is half of the capacitive reactance at 50Hz.
XC at 100Hz =1/2×157=78.5
The impedance at 100 Hz is given by
Z=10+j(314-78.5) = 10 +j 235.5=235.7 87.57
Y=1/Z= 0.0042426 -87.57 mho
=(0.0001798-j0.0042388) mho
At 100Hz, I=V× Real part of Y= 220×0.0001798=0.04A

Problem [18]

Find the value of L for which circuit is given in figure, resonant at =5000rad/sec
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Solution:
The admittance of circuit is given by
Y=[(1/4+jXL)+(1/8-j12)]mho on rationalizing
Y=[(4-jXL)/(42+XL2)]+[(8+j12)/(82+122)]
=[(4/(42+XL2)]+[(8/(82+122)]+j[12/(82+122)-[XL/(42+ XL2)]
At resonance, the imaginary part of Y is zero. Therefore,
12/(82+122)=XL/(42+ XL2)
12(42+ XL2) = XL (82+122)
12 XL2-208 XL+192=0
3XL2-52 XL+48=0
Therefore, XL= {52±[ 522-(4×3×48)]}/2×3=16.36 or0.978
Therefore, L=16.36/5000=3.27mh or 0.197mH

Problem [19]

Find the value of RL for which circuit shown in figure is resonant.

Solution:
The admittance of circuit is given by
Y=[(1/RL+j10) + (1/10-j15)]mho on rationalizing
Y=[(RL –j10)/( RL2+102)]+[(10+j15)/(102+152)]
=[ RL/( RL2+102)]+[10/(102+152)]+j[15/(102+152)-[10/( RL2+ 10 2)]
At resonance, the imaginary part of Y is zero. Therefore,
15/(102+152)=10/( RL2+ 10 2)
15 RL2+1500= 325×10
15 RL2=3250-1500=1750
RL = 1750/15=10.8

Problem [20]

Determine RL and RC for which circuit shown in figure resonates at all
frequencies.
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Solution:
The circuit is resonant at
fr= (1/2 LC) [{RL2- (L/C)}/ {RC2-(L/C)}]
The circuit can resonate at any frequency, if RL2=RC2= L/C
RL=RC= L/C= 4x10-3/40x10-6=10

Problem [21]

Find the values of C for which the circuit given in figure resonates at 750 Hz.

Solution:
The admittance of circuit is given by Y=Y1+Y2
Y= [(1/10+j8) + (1/6-jXC)]mho on rationalizing
Y= [(10 –j8)/( 102+82)]+[(6+jXC)/(62+XC2)]
=[ 10/( 102+82)]+[6/(62+XC2)]+j[XC/(62+XC2)-[8/( 102+ 82)]
At resonance, the imaginary part of Y is zero. Therefore,
[XC/(62+XC2)=[8/( 102+ 82)]
2XC2- 41XC+72=0
XC =18.56 or 1.939
C =1/2 frXc=1/2 x750x18.56=11.44 µF or 109.45 µF
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